Magneto-optical study of microwire in presence of magnetic field of super high frequency
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Abstract—The work is dedicated to the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) study of the magnetization reversal in the microwire in the presence of super high frequency (SHF) circular magnetic field. This study is important for elucidation of functioning of sensor based on giant magneto-impedance (GMI) effect. Magnetic domains images have been obtained using MOKE polarizing microscopy. Hysteresis loops were obtained as a result of images processing. It was found that SHF magnetic field induces strong change of the mechanism of magnetization reversal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Application of glass covered microwires in high frequency sensors has reached now the competitive industrial level. The sensor based on the GMI effect is the part of the modern electronics. A number of magnetic sensors based on stress-impedance effect and giant magneto-impedance (GMI) effect with features comparable with conventional magnetic sensors have been reported [1, 2]. Main applications are related to the detection of the small weights, vibrations and magnetic fields. Such branches of the industry as the medicine, communication and car industry and are main consumers of these sensors. The following sensors are currently in progress: portable secondary current sensor for the induction motor control, digital display of the terrestrial magnetic field, car passing measurement brain tumour sensor, mechano-encephalogram sensor, finger-tip blood vessel pulsation.

Stress-tuneable and temperature-tuneable composite materials based on ferromagnetic microwires with the effective microwave permittivity depending on an external magnetic field, applied stress or temperature recently have been discovered [3, 4]. These composites consist of pieces of conductive ferromagnetic wires introduced into a dielectric matrix. The short microwires work as elementary scatterers when the electromagnetic wave irradiates the composite. For a ferromagnetic conductive wire the surface impedance depends not only on the conductivity but also on the external magnetic field and tension because of the magneto-impedance effect. When magnetic field or tensile stress is applied to the composite the effective permittivity can be tuned from a resonance type to a relaxation type.

The microwires application requests the increase of the sensors sensitivity and stable functioning. Earlier we have established the strong correlation between the GMI effect and the surface magnetic structure in the glass covered microwires [5]. Although we have reached the great understanding of the process of the surface magnetization reversal in the microwires with negative magnetostriction, the behavior of the magnetic system in the presence of electric current of super high frequency in not clear. The coexistence of the cylindrical shape and magnetoelastic anisotropy in ferromagnetic microwires causes a large variety of magnetic structures [6-9]. Consequently, the magnetic domain structure of microwires consists of axially magnetized inner core surrounded by outer domain shell with helical or radial magnetization direction [10]. Now we understand that the surface magnetic system could be presented as helically magnetized mono- or multi-domain structure (Fig. 1). Elliptic or serpentine domains are
two basic types of this domain structure [11]. The present paper is devoted to the study of the magnetization reversal in the presence of electric current of high and super-high frequency. The investigations have been performed using the magneto-optical Kerr effect technique which demonstrated very high efficiency in the study of the surface magnetic properties of cylindrically shaped samples [12].

Figure 2. Sample cell.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The process of magnetization reversal in the surface area of the microwires has been studied by a MOKE technique. Usually the transverse and longitudinal configurations of MOKE have been used. The polarized light of a He–Ne laser was reflected from the microwire to the detector. The beam diameter was 0.8 mm. For the transverse configuration of MOKE, the intensity of the reflected light was proportional to the magnetization, which was perpendicular to the plane of incident light. A specific feature here is a nonplanar surface of microwire. The light reflected from a cylindrical surface of the microwire forms a conic surface.

There are two basic techniques to study the domain structure in the surface of microwire: Bitter technique [13, 14] and MOKE microscopy. The advantage of the MOKE method is the following: the application of the MOKE technique provides the unique possibility to obtain the information about the different projections of the magnetization in response to a combination of axial and circular magnetic fields.

The surface magnetic domains could be observed basically because of different in-plane components of the surface magnetization that transforms to black-white contrast when the polarized light reflects from the top of the cylindrically shaped surface of the microwire. We studied glass-coated microwire with the nominal composition Co$_{67}$Fe$_{3.85}$Ni$_{1.45}$B$_{11.5}$Si$_{14.5}$Mo$_{1.7}$ (metallic nucleus radius is 11.2 µm). To apply high frequency electric current of MHz-GHz band the microwire was soldered in a specially designed micro-strip cell (Fig. 2). The skin depth can be estimated as about 1 µm for a frequency of 100 MHz [16].

Figure 3. MOKE hysteresis loops in the presence of HF electric current: (a) 1 MHz for different current amplitudes; (b) comparison of hysteresis loops for 1 MHz and 300 MHz.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 presents the MOKE hysteresis loops obtained in the axial magnetic field and in the presence of high frequency (HF) electric current (circular magnetic field) of MHz range. It is possible to appreciate strong transformation of the hysteresis loop with circular magnetic field that reflects considerable change of the magnetization reversal process.

When the circular magnetic field is small enough (2 mA, Fig. 3(a)) the hysteresis consists of the rotation of the magnetization and the surface domain structure transformation. The circular magnetic field of 28 A/m corresponds to the electric current of 2 mA. The increase of the amplitude of the high frequency circular magnetic field (10 mA) causes asymmetric transformation of hysteresis loop. The following increase of the amplitude of the circular magnetic field amplitude (20 mA) induces the change of the remagnetization mechanism – the rotation of the magnetization dominates. Although the shape of this hysteresis is very similar to the shape of the hysteresis loop obtained in the presence of the DC circular magnetic field [15], the mechanism of the magnetization reversal is totally different.
The mechanism becomes clearer when the current of 300 MHz is applied (Fig. 3(b)). The increase of the frequency causes the increase of the inclination of the surface magnetization from the axial direction.

In difference from DC circular field, HF circular field induces the vibration of the surface magnetization. The vibration is followed by the successive inclination of magnetization towards the circular direction. As we can see (Fig. 3(b)) the degree of the inclination depends on the value of the frequency. The HF field stabilizes the inclined metastable helical structure.

Another effect which has been found we present in the Fig. 4. This effect must be attributed to the sharp change of the domain structure in the presence of HF magnetic field. The hysteresis loop has been obtained in the presence of the HF electric current of the frequency of 0.1 GHz and of the amplitude of 2 mA. The key moment of the magnetization reversal is marked as “1” and “2” in the figure. Two images of the surface domain structure which correspond to these points are also presented in Fig. 4.

These images demonstrate that the HF field induced jump-like change of the contrast of the surface domains: “black” domains changed to “white” domains and vice versa. This type of the magnetization reversal differs from the magnetization reversal which has been observed without HF field [17]. Earlier the transformation of the multi-domains structure was accompanied by the multiple domain walls displacements and now we have found that the HF field of small amplitude induces the jump of the direction of the magnetization inside of the domains. The important details of this process are small vibration of the surface magnetization and relatively small value of the axial magnetic field. Normally this type of vibration of surface magnetization induces the nucleation of domains. In the present experiment when the axial magnetic field changes the sign from negative to positive, the unusual type of the mechanism of the magnetization reversal is observed: the domain wall motion is suppressed and the magnetization changes sharply in the existing domains.

The last experiment which we have performed for the elucidation of the mechanism of the magnetization reversal is presented in the Fig. 5. The MOKE hysteresis loops have been obtained in the presence of SHF electric current of 20 mA: (a) 0.1 GHz and 1 GHz; (b) 1.8 GHz and 1.9 GHz; (c) 2 GHz and 3 GHz.

Fig. 5(a) presents the hysteresis loops measure in the presence of SHF electric current of 0.1 GHz and 1 GHz. The shape of the presented curves could be interpreted in the following way: the SHF circular magnetic field makes one of the surface circular domains as an advantageous state. The rotation of the magnetization in this domain is observed. The increase of the frequency from 0.1 GHz to 1 GHz does not change the mechanism of the magnetization reversal but accelerates the rotation of the magnetization. The circular field of 1 GHz induces higher inclination of the circular magnetization toward the circular direction that causes the observed acceleration.
The Fig. 5(b) presents enough unexpected effect. For the short band of the frequency (1.8 GHz - 1.9 GHz) the strong transformation of the hysteresis loop takes place. For the frequency of 1.8 GHz the almost pure rotation of the magnetization is observed, but the direction of the rotation differs from the case of 1 GHz: now the other circular domain is the advantageous one. This effect could be explained in supposition of the existence of small initial helicality of surface magnetic structure. The increase of the amplitude of the vibration of the magnetization is induced by SHF field. When the vibrating circular magnetization overcomes the axial direction of the microwire the meta-stable advantageous domain change the sign to the opposite one.

For the frequency of 3 GHz we also observe the pure rotation of the magnetization (Fig. 5(c)). The magnetic field of 3 GHz makes more inclined helical surface magnetic domain as a meta-stable state. The higher amplitude for the hysteresis in small axial field is the result of this effect of inclination. Generally the effect observed in this frequency band could be interpreted in the frame of low field absorption and splitting between giant magnetopendence and ferromagnetic resonance [18].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The magneto-optical study of the magnetization reversal has been performed in the presence of MHz-GHz electric current in the microwire with GMI effect. The series of the original effects has been found. The SHF circular magnetic field induces the existence of the meta-stable inclined helical state. The degree of the helicality and the sign of the meta-stable states depend on the frequency and the amplitude of the SHF field. Also the unusual mechanism of the magnetization reversal has been observed: direction of the magnetization changes sharply in the existing domains in the presence of low circular field.
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